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Hidden Barriers to Experiencing Change
Jen and I had just parked the car and were
heading over to the restaurant, where we were
scheduled to meet long-time friends on the first day of
our East Coast trip. I glanced at my phone and noticed
a new text from our dog sitter. My heart beat instantly
elevated as I read the text and learned that there was
a water leak in our house.
A quick phone call and some remote sleuthing led
me to determine that we likely had a slab leak. Why do
these things always seem to happen when we’re out
of town? This was the first day of our trip in which we
were planning to see our sons at West Point during
Parent weekend. I was now wondering if we
would have to cut our
trip short and head
home.
The good news was
that we had caught it
early. Our dog sitter was
able to get the water
shut off and clean up the
water, which was mostly
contained in the laundry
area and surrounding
hallway. It seemed as if
we had dodged a bullet
and avoided a huge
Carpet damage was more extensive
crisis.
than we ini3ally had thought
However, when we
returned from our trip, it
quickly became apparent that the damage was more
extensive than we had thought. The carpet stains
revealed water had gone throughout the downstairs,
not just in a small area in front of our laundry closet.
We called a restoration company and learned that
there was moisture in a number of walls surrounding
the affected areas.
Our hope was to
get the walls dried up
and then repipe our
house. We figured we
could live without
running water for a few
days so I devised a
plan to fill a couple of
large coolers with
water from my
neighbor’s hose. This
water would be used to
A system of water-ﬁlled coolers
fill our toilet tanks so we
and thermoses allowed us to use could use them.
our toilets for a few days.

My plans were
dashed as I learned that
the restoration company
wouldn’t be able to begin
work immediately
because our house is
older and the walls
needed to be tested first
for lead and asbestos.
That took a few days
and though our walls
ultimately came back
negative, the vinyl tile in
the laundry area, which
was damaged and
needed to be removed, Our vinyl 3le was “toxic” so it
did come back positive
had to be treated by specially
for asbestos.
qualiﬁed professionals.
That meant we
had to get a special
abatement crew to remove the vinyl tile.
Two and a half weeks later, we are finally back
in our home with actual running water. But there is
still much that needs to happen to get back to
normal. It will take weeks, if not months, for things to
be fully restored.
Unfortunately, the process of repairing what's
broken & getting back to "normal" often takes longer
than we hope or expect. The rebuilding process can
uncover hidden issues that must be addressed.
Sometimes, we even need experts to help us deal with
the issues that may be toxic.
I’ve found that in my spiritual life, change is often
like the repairs on my house. Spiritually, the things I
struggle with are often caused by deeper, hidden
issues that are ignored or not properly addressed.
Real change often means opening up walls and
getting inside before things can really be fixed. And
sometimes, we can benefit greatly from the help of
others who can help us deal with the highly sensitive
and toxic issues in our lives that my be holding us
back from experiencing the growth and change Jesus
wants for us.
Thank you for your partnership with us and your
encouragement to us as we navigate the slab leaks of
our home and our spiritual
lives.
Please pray for us as
we deal with insurance,
repairs and the costs
related to this latest leak.
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